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We discuss an exotic phase that adjoint QCD possibly exhibits in the deep infrared (IR). It is
a confining phase, with a light spectrum consisting of massless composite fermions. The discrete
chiral symmetry is broken, with unbroken continuous chiral symmetry. We argue that it may give
a description of the IR of adjoint QCD with three massless Weyl flavors and that it passes all
consistency checks known to us.
Introduction: In this note, we discuss an exotic phase
that adjoint QCD possibly exhibits in the deep infrared
(IR). As explained in the abstract, this phase has an IR
behavior that is quite simple to describe, yet has not
been discussed in the literature. It is worth filling this
gap, especially in light of the recent discussions of sev-
eral conjectured exotic IR phases of two-flavor two-color
adjoint QCD [1–4].
Before we continue with a detailed discussion of the
proposed phase, we note that studies of adjoint QCD
have been motivated by a wide range of interests: possible
applications in beyond the standard model physics, field-
theoretic studies of confinement, phenomena emerging in
the limit of large number of colors, and even novel many-
body phases (an incomplete list of references is [3–9]).
Theory and symmetries: Adjoint QCD is an SU(nc)
gauge theory with a set of nf Weyl fermions in the adjoint
representation of the gauge group. We denote the gauge
fields as Aµ = A
a
µT
a, where T a, a = 1, . . . , n2c − 1, are
the generators of the gauge group while Fµν = F
a
µνT
a
is the associated field strength tensor. We refer to the
gauge fields as gluons and we borrow language from
supersymmetry and refer to the adjoint Weyl fermions
λiα = λ
a,i
α T
a, i = 1, . . . nf , as gluinos. Lastly, µ, ν, . . . are
Lorentz indices while α, β, . . . are SL(2,C) spinor indices.
The theory is asymptotically free for a range of num-
ber of fermion flavors, 0 ≤ nf ≤ 5, where we want to
study the deep IR physics of the theory. Starting from
the bottom up, the nf = 0 theory is pure Yang-Mills
theory which confines and generates a mass gap. The
nf = 1 theory is pure N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory, which also confines and breaks its discrete chiral
symmetry.
On the other hand if we instead start from the top
both the nf = 5 and nf = 4 theories are believed to flow
to a non-trivial IR fixed point [10, 11]. This conclusion
is in very good agreement with the majority of lattice
simulations, see for instance [6, 12–14], as well as recent
analytical computations [15–17]. As a consistency check
on this picture one can compute the anomalous dimen-
sion γ of the fermion bilinear in a scheme independent
and unambiguous manner order by order in perturbation
theory and then perform a Pade´ extrapolation to get a
feel for the all orders exact result. In the case nc = 2 one
finds γ ∼ 0.128 for nf = 5 and γ ∼ 0.548 for nf = 4 [17].
Both values are reasonably small and well within the uni-
tarity bound γ < 2 so one expects that the phase with
a non-trivial IR fixed point is indeed realized. According
to standard lore many of these features of adjoint QCD
are expected to have only little sensitivity to the number
of colors nc.
The question remains, however, what happens to the
nf = 3 theory in the middle range, for which much less
is known. Only a few lattice simulations exist [18] and it
is fair to say that our knowledge of the IR phase of the
theory is still very limited. For instance if one assumes
that the theory is at a non-trivial IR fixed point then the
Pade´ extrapolated all orders result is γ ∼ 1.59 for the
anomalous dimension of the fermion bilinear [17]. This
value is considerably large (and close to the unitarity
bound) and we therefore expect the theory to display an
IR phase different from the nf = 4 and nf = 5 theories.
It is for this nf = 3 theory that we shall propose an
exotic candidate phase. For now however we shall stick
to keeping nf arbitrary although we will eventually settle
at nf = 3. We shall have little to say about the nf = 2
theory; a nice summary of the various phases proposed
recently is in [4].
Adjoint QCD has a number of global symmetries. At
the classical level there is a 0-form global symmetry
G(0) = SUf (nf ) × U(1), where the U(1) is anomalous
and is broken to a discrete subgroup so that the theory
has a 0-form global symmetry G(0) = SUf(nf )×Z2nfnc ;
identifications of the center of SUf (nf ) with a subgroup
of Z2nfnc are not shown but will be discussed later. The
0-form symmetry acts on local degrees of freedom (fields)
in the theory.
Since the fermions are in the adjoint representation,
the theory also has a 1-form discrete center symmetry
2G(1) = Z
(1)
nc . The center symmetry acts on line opera-
tors and is related to confinement—if the theory confines
fundamental charges, the center symmetry is unbroken.
Summary of the proposed IR phase: We want to
suggest that in the deep IR the theory i.) confines, or
has an unbroken center symmetry, ii.) has massless com-
posite fermions, and iii.) has broken discrete chiral sym-
metry but manifest continuous chiral symmetry. The
first point is an assumption, the second is taken care
of by finding a set of gauge invariant operators creat-
ing composite massless excitations which satisfy ’t Hooft
anomaly matching of all the 0-form global symmetries,
and the last point ensures the 1-form symmetry anomaly
matching. Next, we discuss the proposal in more detail.
Massless spectrum and 0-form anomaly matching
for nc = 2: We begin with our proposal for a massless
IR spectrum. It is very simple and in a certain sense is
a (gauge invariant) “copy” of the ultraviolet fermionic
degrees of freedom. This ensures that all 0-form ’t Hooft
anomalies are automatically satisfied.
To be specific, consider the nc = 2 case while for the
moment still keeping nf arbitrary. We propose that the
infrared is described by the following set of massless com-
posite fermions
(O1)
i
α = Tr
[
Fµν(σ
µν ) βα λ
i
β
]
,
(O2)
i
α = Tr
[
FµνF
ν
ρ(σ
ρµ) βα λ
i
β
]
, (1)
(O3)
i
α = Tr
[
FµνF
νρFρσ(σ
σµ) βα λ
i
β
]i
α
,
where the trace is over the adjoint color indices and the
Lorentz indices are contracted all the way through in a
connected manner.
As can be seen, the proposal essentially consists of the
gluinos dressed with an appropriate amount of glue. Since
they each contain only a single λi they are all fundamen-
tals under SUf (nf ) flavor and carry charge +1 under
discrete chiral Z4nf (recall that nc = 2). In Table I we
have summarized the symmetries and charges of both the
ultraviolet (UV) and IR fermions.
Since our proposal for the IR spectrum is a gauge
invariant copy of the UV massless fermions, all ’t
Hooft anomalies of the 0-form global symmetry G(0) =
SUf(nf ) × Z4nf are matched between the UV and IR,
including the relevant mixed anomalies with gravity. For
completeness, let us enumerate, for nf > 2, the non-
vanishing anomalies matched by the massless fermions—
λ in the UV, and O1,2,3 in the IR— [SUf (nf )]
3
,
[
Z4nf
]3
,
Z4nf [SUf(nf )]
2
, Z4nf [G]
2
, where G denotes gravity (for
nf = 2, the [SUf (nf )]
3
anomaly should be replaced by
the Witten anomaly).
The ability to make a “gauge invariant copy” of the
SU(2) SUf (nf ) Z4nf Z2nf
λ adj 1 1
O1 1 1 1
O2 1 1 1
O3 1 1 1
TABLE I. 0-form symmetries of adjoint QCD for nc = 2.
gluinos is due to their adjoint nature.1 The assumed ac-
cidental degeneracy and independence of the states cre-
ated by O1,2,3, is an admitted weakness of our proposal.
Our main defense is its consistency with anomalies and
simplicity.
To stress the latter point, we first recall that for nf = 2
there is a more minimal, compared to (1), solution of the
0-form anomaly matching conditions in terms of a sin-
gle massless composite SUf (2)-doublet, schematically, a
Tr(λλλ) “baryon,” see [1], essentially because the SUf(2)
Witten anomaly is Z2-valued and hence less restrictive.
For nf = 3, however, the anomaly constraints are
significantly tighter. Using the cubic Dynkin indices for
SUf(3), see [20], one can construct other solutions. A
simple example is a spectrum of massless Weyl fermions
consisting of a three-index symmetric tensor of SUf(3)
(contained in λλFµνσ
µνλ, a “baryon” in the 10 of SUf(3)
with cubic Dynkin index 27 and Z12 charge 3) plus 24
SUf(3) antifundamentals (or 3
∗, schematically, of the
form Tr(σµλ¯F k...DµF
p
...), with some choice of integer k
and p, of cubic Dynkin index −1 and Z12 charge -1).
This massless spectrum matches the [SUf (3)]
3 and the
Z6 [SUf (3)]
2 anomalies of the UV theory, but fails to
match the mixed Z6 [G]
2 anomaly.2 Matching of the lat-
ter anomaly as well as of the [Z6]
3 is achieved by adding
an SUf(3)-singlet baryon (a 1 contained in λλλ), a Weyl
1 Similar gauge invariants appear in the descriptions of supersym-
metric theories with adjoint matter fields, as in [19].
2 The matching of the [SUf(3)]
3 anomaly follows upon adding the
cubic Dynkin indices of the massless fermions. The anomalies
involving Z6 (the unbroken subgroup of the Z12 chiral symmetry,
see next section) should be matched modulo 6, but it is easy to
check that they match modulo 12 as well, as for (1). The UV
contribution to the Z6 [SUf(3)]
2 anomaly from the UV Weyl
fermions is 3 (counting the number of zero modes in an SUf (3)
instanton [21]), while in the IR the 103 contributes 3×15, where
15 is the quadratic Dynkin index of the 10 of SUf (3), and the
24 3∗−1 fermions contribute −24, for a total of 45 − 24 = 21 =
3 (mod6). For the Z6 [G]2 anomaly, the UV contribution is 9
(counting the number of zero modes in a gravitational instanton
background), while the massless IR spectrum contributes 3× 10
from the 103 and −24 from the 3−1, for a total IR contribution
of 6 6= 9(mod6). The flavor-singlet 13 baryon gives an additional
factor of 3, bringing the IR contribution to 9, thus matching the
UV anomaly. Finally, the Z36 anomaly is also matched: in the UV
it equals 9, while in the IR it is 33 × 10− 24 + 33 = 6× 45+ 3 =
9 (mod6).
3fermion of charge 3. We can summarize this solution of
0-form anomaly matching as having a massless spectrum
of Weyl fermions transforming as
103 + 24× 3
∗
−1 + 13 (2)
under SUf (3)Z6 . As the values of the cubic Dynkin in-
dices increase quite rapidly with the dimension of SUf(3)
representations, it follows that solutions other than (1)
and (2), which no doubt exist, would necessarily be more
baroque. Comparing (1) with (2) also reveals that the
former is more minimal.3 The spectrum (1) also has the
advantage that it is easily generalized to arbitrary nc.
Further support for our proposed spectrum may be
derived from the fact that the assumed global symmetry
realization (with unbroken continuous chiral symmetry
and broken discrete chiral symmetry) is not a complete
fantasy but is actually the one observed in a theoretically
controlled study of adjoint QCD. Analytic control over
the IR of the theory is achieved upon compactification
to R1,2 × S1, with periodic boundary conditions for the
fermions on the S1 and with the circle size taken small
compared to the strong coupling scale of the theory. In
the limit of small S1, adjoint QCD can be solved semiclas-
sically with the result that the symmetries are realized
exactly as in our proposal [7, 8]. Thus, our proposal is
consistent with a flow, upon compactification to small S1,
with no change of symmetry realization. Our conjectured
massless spectrum, however, changes upon reducing the
S1 size—two of the three massless SU(nf ) fundamentals
of (1) obtain chirally symmetric masses at small S1 from
their coupling to the center symmetric holonomy.
Symmetry realization and anomaly matching in-
volving the 1-form symmetry for nc = 2: It was
recently realized that the gauging of 1-form symme-
tries leads to new ’t Hooft anomaly matching condi-
tions [23, 24]. For the theory at hand, the relevant
anomaly is the mixed Z4nf -Z
(1)
2 discrete chiral/1-form
center anomaly.
To detect this anomaly, one introduces a two-form cen-
ter symmetry gauge field background, which has the ef-
fect of changing the topological charge quantization from
integer to half-integer [24]. Equivalently, gauging the cen-
ter symmetry of an SU(2) theory amounts to introduc-
ing ’t Hooft flux backgrounds, whose topological charge
is half-integer [25, 26]. The half-integer quantization of
topological charge now implies that the partition func-
tion of the fermions acquires a Z2 phase under a dis-
crete chiral Z4nf transformation. This phase represents
3 A comparison based on the a-theorem [22] shows that both (1)
and (2) are consistent with it, with smaller aIR for (1). To
verify this, one only needs to note that the contributions to a
from massless vectors and Weyl fermions obey avector/aWeyl =
124/11.
the mixed ’t Hooft anomaly and has to be matched be-
tween the UV and IR of the theory. Our proposed IR
spectrum only involves the free fermions created by the
local operators O1,2,3. As these local fields are invariant
under the 1-form symmetry, anomalies involving center
symmetry have to be matched by some other means.
As in [1], we propose that they are matched in the
“Goldstone” mode, i.e. that the discrete chiral Z4nf suf-
fers a spontaneous breakdown Z4nf → Z2nf , due to the
SUf(nf ) invariant expectation value 〈detij(ǫαβλi aβ λ
j a
α )〉.
The anomaly is matched in the IR by an IR topologi-
cal quantum field theory (TQFT). This is a theory with
a finite dimensional Hilbert space, a kind of “chiral la-
grangian” describing the two degenerate ground states
resulting from the breaking of the discrete chiral symme-
try. Such TQFTs arising from the spontaneous breaking
of discrete chiral symmetries and matching the relevant
mixed anomalies with 1-form symmetries have been ex-
plicitly described in [23, 27].
Thus, a complete description of the proposed IR phase
can be summarized as the theory of the free massless
fermions O1,2,3 tensored with the TQFT resulting from
the Z4nf → Z2nf chiral symmetry breaking.
For the case of nf = 2 [1], after the work [2] (see
also [3, 4]) it is known that the TQFT arising from
the Z4nf → Z2nf spontaneous discrete chiral symmetry
breakdown does not suffice to match all ’t Hooft anoma-
lies involving 1-form symmetries and that the nf = 2
theory has ’t Hooft anomalies not captured by the above
analysis. This is because the two-flavor adjoint theory is
special—it exhibits the so-called “nonabelian spin-charge
relation.” This relation is nothing but the statement that
all states, or gauge invariant operators, that are in half-
integer-spin SUf (2) representations are fermions, while
bosons have integer SUf(2) spin.
4
From the point of view of ’t Hooft anomalies, the im-
portance of the nonabelian spin-charge relation is that
it allows the theory to be formulated on non-spin mani-
fold backgrounds. The Z2 obstruction to globally defin-
ing spinors on such manifolds is compensated by turn-
ing on appropriate Z2 twists of the SUf(2) background
fields (the latter are “felt” by the fermions in the half-
integer spin representation but not by the bosons in
integer-spin representations, thus allowing for a consis-
tent formulation of the full theory on such backgrounds).
It was further found that the UV theory exhibits ’t Hooft
anomalies detected only in such backgrounds. Renormal-
ization group invariance then requires that these anoma-
lies should be reproduced by any conjectured IR theory
(which necessarily also obeys the spin-charge relation)
when placed in the same background, resulting in a new
anomaly matching condition.
4 Equivalently, the spin-charge relation is the realization that the
Z2 center of SUf (2) is identified with fermion parity (−)
F .
4For the nf = 2 theory at hand, the ’t Hooft fluxes’
topological charge on non-spin manifolds is quantized
in units of 1/4 instead of 1/2, and the mixed Z8-Z
(1)
2
anomaly is not saturated by the TQFT describing the
Z8 → Z4 breaking. This requires additional degrees
of freedom to match the anomaly.5 Such additional IR
TQFTs for the nf = 2 theory in the Z8 → Z4 phase have
been constructed [4]. However, their possible UV origin
remains mysterious to us. This makes it hard to judge
whether any of the existing proposals for exotic (i.e. with-
out continuous chiral symmetry breaking) phases enu-
merated in [4] represent the true IR behavior of the two-
flavor theory.
In contrast, nf = 3 adjoint QCD exhibits no spin-
charge relation (the center of SUf (3) is Z3, not identified
with (−)F fermion parity) and the associated additional
anomaly constraints are absent. As already noted, our
conjectured phase is for nf = 3.
Generalizing to arbitrary nc: So far we have discussed
the nc = 2 case but the generalization of the IR spectrum
matching the 0-form anomalies (1) to arbitrary finite nc is
straightforward. We propose that the massless IR spec-
trum is composed of n2c − 1 gauge invariant operators
made up of gluinos dressed with an appropriate amount
of glue:
(O1)
i
α = Tr
[
Fµν(σ
µν) βα λ
i
β
]
,
... (3)
(
On2c−1
)i
α
= Tr
[
Fµν · · ·Fρσ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n2c−1
(σσµ) βα λ
i
β
]i
α
,
where again the trace is over the adjoint color indices and
the Lorentz indices are contracted all the way through
in a connected manner (discussion of the many questions
that may arise, concerning minimality, uniqueness, large-
nc limit, etc., follows further below). It is clear that, just
as in the nc = 2 case, these n
2
c − 1 gauge invariant oper-
ators precisely mimic the UV fermionic degrees of free-
dom. They are each a fundamental of SUf (nf ) flavor
and carry charge +1 under the discrete chiral Z2nfnc .
Therefore again all the ’t Hooft anomalies of the 0-form
global symmetry are automatically matched between the
UV and IR. We propose that these are the massless de-
grees of freedom adjoint QCD exhibits in the deep IR for
nf = 3 and any (finite) nc.
In order to match the mixed Z2nfnc-Z
(1)
nc discrete chi-
ral/center anomaly in the IR we also again propose the
formation of the SUf(nf ) flavor invariant condensate
〈detij(ǫαβλi aβ λ
j a
α )〉 that breaks the discrete chiral sym-
metry Z2nfnc → Z2nf . As was the case for nc = 2, the
5 See [2] for other anomalies involving Z
(1)
2 and geometry.
massless field content of the IR theory should be supple-
mented with an IR TQFT describing the nc vacua due to
the Z2nfnc → Z2nf breaking and matching the Z2nfnc-
Z
(1)
nc anomaly.
Similar to the nc = 2 case, the main argument in fa-
vor of our proposal is consistency of the spectrum and
symmetry realization with all anomaly matching condi-
tions known to us. However, the proposed IR spectrum
(3), especially when considered for arbitrary large nc, has
interesting features and raises questions, some of which
remain unanswered. We now discuss these, focusing on
nf = 3:
1. Non-uniqueness. We do not expect that the solution
(3) is unique. One can construct other massless spec-
tra matching the anomalies using SUf(3) representations
different from the 3, in a manner similar to how we pro-
ceeded for nc = 2 above to arrive at the massless fermion
spectrum (2).
2. Large multiplicities and large anomalous dimensions.
Despite the non-uniqueness, one feature of (3) is likely to
be generic to any proposed solution of anomaly matching:
the large,O(n2c), multiplicity of identical representations,
implying that the operators in (3) must acquire large
anomalous dimensions to become free in the IR.
To argue this, note that the reason we require n2c − 1
copies of 3 (of cubic Dynkin index 1) is that the [SUf (3)]
3
anomaly in the UV theory is n2c−1. Whatever other mass-
less representations for Weyl fermions one contemplates,
the sum of their cubic Dynkin indices has to add to n2c−1.
If we take the limit of large (infinite) nc, and if we keep
the maximum number of boxes in the Young tableau of
the SUf (3) representations of the massless fermions fi-
nite as we take nc large, their cubic Dynkin indices will
be finite, and O(n2c) multiplicities will become necessary
to match the [SUf (3)]
3 anomaly.6 Further, in order to
have O(n2c) multiplicities of an identical representation,
the operators that create the different massless states
will have to invoke insertions of F k, k = 1, ...,O(n2c) (F
stands for field strength tensors or derivatives), as in (3).
While the above discussion does not constitute a proof,
it suggests that operators of increasingly higher classi-
cal dimension (in (3), up to O(n2c)) must acquire large
anomalous dimensions to become free in the IR.
This may appear unusual, but we note that similar
features have been seen in theories studied earlier. Con-
sider Seiberg’s duality of SU(nc) N = 1 supersymmetric
6 One can imagine relaxing this assumption and allowing the num-
ber of boxes in the Young tableau of the SUf (3) representation
to grow with nc. We have not studied this in any detail and
only note that the relevant composite operators will now have
up to nc insertions of λi, even before taking into account any
multiplicities needed to match the [SUf (3)]
3 anomaly.
5QCD with nf = nc + 1 fundamental flavors [29]. The
IR phase of these theories has a somewhat similar flavor
to our proposed IR phase. First, these are also phases
without continuous global chiral symmetry breaking. The
massless composite supermultiplets, the mesons M ji and
baryons bi and b˜j (i, j = 1, . . . , nc + 1), saturate ’t Hooft
anomaly matching at the origin of moduli space. Second,
the number of massless composites is O(n2c), similar to
our proposed phase. The meson and baryon fields are
free in the deep IR and there is a large emergent global
symmetry with rank ∼ n2c , somewhat similar to our pro-
posal.7 Lastly, the composite operators M, b, b˜ develop
large anomalous dimensions, as the meson and baryon
superfields have classical dimensions 2 and nc, respec-
tively, while both become free fields in the IR, as should
our operators (3).
Clearly, the similarity is at most suggestive. In par-
ticular, we lack the “power of supersymmetry” and
the impressive checks of Seiberg’s duality showing con-
sistency with renormalization flows upon symmetry-
breaking (flat-direction) or mass deformations cannot
be performed with any degree of confidence, not the
least because phase transitions upon deformations can-
not be ruled out, but are likely to be present, in non-
supersymmetric theories.
3. Large-nc limit. The operators in (3)—and as we argued
above, likely in any other solution of anomaly matching
via composite fermions—are schematically of the form
Tr(F p...), where p can be as large as ∼ n2c . Usual large-
nc counting rules hold for operators where p is kept fixed
as nc → ∞. Notable exceptions are baryon operators in
large-nc QCD, which are understood [28], albeit the phys-
ical intuition involved does not apply to the case at hand.
Of closer relevance is the case of supersymmetric QCD
with nf = nc + 1, discussed above, where the massless
baryons b, b˜ involve the product of nc quark superfields;
however, we are not aware of a study of the large-nc limit
of Seiberg’s theory which discusses baryons.8
Thus, regarding the fate of our proposal in the large-nc
limit, we can only note that either the counting is modi-
fied to accommodate the operators in (3) (as it probably
is for the baryons in supersymmetric QCD) or there is
an inconsistency (or perhaps a large-nc phase transition)
with our proposed symmetry realization and spectrum in
the infinite nc limit. This is a question worthy of future
study.
7 The emergent global symmetry is broken by the interactions (ir-
relevant in the IR), for example those given by the superpotential
W = detM + bMb˜, down to the flavor symmetry group. We also
expect this to be the case for the (unknown) interactions between
the composite fermions (3).
8 The only study of large-nc counting rules in Seiberg duality
known to us [30] considered only the large-nc mesons.
4. “Daughter-daughter” planar equivalence. Related to
the above discussion, it is interesting to juxtapose our
proposal with the large-nc planar equivalence between
two theories, denoted as A and B below [31, 32]. Theory
A is the one we study here—adjoint QCD with nf Weyl
flavors and an SU(nc) gauge group. Theory B has also
an SU(nc) gauge group, but with nf Dirac flavors in the
two-index antisymmetric (or symmetric) representation.
It has been argued, assuming unbroken charge conjuga-
tion on R4 [33], that there is a planar equivalence be-
tween the bosonic sectors of the theories A and B. This
already implies that the spectrum of fermionic operators
Oi, i = 1, . . . , n2c − 1 of theory A cannot be probed using
planar equivalence. Despite this, the bosonic equivalence
alone suggests that the continuous9 global symmetry re-
alization of the two theories is the same in the infinite nc
limit.
One can try to use this equivalence to argue as follows.
Let us assume that theory B behaves similarly at nc →∞
and nc = 3. Next, we use the equivalence of theory B at
nc = 3 to three-flavor massless QCD with fundamental
Dirac fermions, which is believed to break chiral symme-
try.10 Thus, by our assumption, we are led to conclude
that at nc →∞ the continuous chiral symmetry in theory
B should be broken. Then the daughter-daughter planar
equivalence would require that theory A also breaks its
continuous flavor symmetry in the planar limit, in effect
implying that our proposal does not hold at nc → ∞.
While this conclusion might be true, the main assump-
tion, that theory B behaves similar at nc = 3 to nc →∞,
has potential pitfalls, as there may be a phase transition
on the way to infinite nc, examples of such behavior can
be constructed.11
9 The matching of discrete symmetry is more subtle. To make the
case note that, at finite nc, theory A has a Z
(1)
nc symmetry while
theory B only has a Z
(1)
2 for even nc; notice however that center
symmetries may emerge at infinite nc [34].
10 Anomaly matching for SU(3) QCD with nf = 3k was used to
argue that chiral symmetry is broken [35]. While an IR CFT was
not discussed there as a possibility, the absence of solutions to
anomaly matching argued in [35] suffices to exclude a confining
phase without chiral symmetry breaking for nf = 3k.
11 A strong case to consider is the nf = 6 theory. At nc = 3 theory
B is nf = 6 flavor QCD which is believed to break continuous
chiral symmetry since there does not exist a gauge invariant set
of composite operators which saturates all the 0-form global ’t
Hooft anomalies [35]. However as nc → ∞ the theory looses
asymptotic freedom and is instead IR free (it has also moved
trough the conformal window on the way). So there are two phase
transitions on the way to infinite nc in theory B. Theory A is
similarly non-asymptotically free and hence IR free for all nc.
If we lower nf and consider nf = 5, a single phase transition
exists. At nc = 3 theory B is QCD with five flavors which is also
believed to break chiral symmetry through the formation of a
bilinear condensate. On the other hand at nc = 2, 3, ... theory
A with nf = 5 is believed to be at a non-trivial IR fixed point
without a bilinear condensate and this is expected to hold for any
6nf IR Phase Intact cχ sym. Intact dχ sym. Intact center sym.
≥ 6 Free Yes Yes No
5 Fixed point Yes Yes No
4 Fixed point Yes Yes No
3 Confinement, massless composite fermions Yes No Yes
2 Confinement No No Yes
1 N =1 SYM — No Yes
0 Pure YM — — Yes
TABLE II. The IR phases of adjoint QCD with nf Weyl flavors.
Summary of proposed (nf ,nc) phase structure of
adjoint QCD: Having now filled the gap for the nf = 3
theory with a candidate phase we cannot help but briefly
discuss some important characteristics of the emerging
possible phase diagram in the (nc, nf ) plane (we ignore
any possible issues regarding large nc in what follows).
Consider keeping nc fixed and vary nf . For nf > 5 the
theory is IR free and all 0-form global symmetries are
unbroken. The 1-form center symmetry is broken, due to
the perimeter law for the fundamental Wilson loop. As
we lower nf to nf = 5 and nf = 4 the theory is an inter-
acting conformal field theory (CFT) in the IR, again with
all 0-form (1-form) global symmetries unbroken (broken).
Then at nf = 3 massless composite fermions are formed
and discrete chiral symmetry is broken, while continuous
chiral symmetry is still unbroken. The theory confines
fundamental charges and the 1-form center symmetry is
restored. In addition there is a TQFT, originating in the
discrete symmetry breaking, to match the mixed Z2nfnc -
Z
(1)
nc anomaly. Then at nf = 2 the likely [2] (but see
also the alternatives enumerated in [4]) scenario is that a
fermion bilinear condensate is formed, breaking both con-
tinuous and discrete chiral symmetry. Finally, the nf = 1
theory is supersymmetric pure Yang-Mills theory with
confinement and discrete chiral symmetry breaking.
Loosely speaking, we see that as we lower nf the the-
ory prefers to break more and more of its global 0-form
symmetries. This is somewhat reminiscent of the (nf , nc)
phase diagram of N = 1 supersymmetric QCD with fun-
damental chiral supermultiplets and may be, heuristi-
cally, what one expects. In Table II we provide a sum-
mary of the different IR phases.
nc. So as we depart from nc = 3 in theory B (nf = 5) we enter
a new phase (the conformal window) at some finite nc before we
arrive at infinite nc. The details of what specific value of nc we
enter the conformal window is inessential; it happens somewhere
along the way in theory B as we move nc from three towards
infinity. The same picture should also be valid for the nf = 4
case since there theory A is also believed to be at a non-trivial
IR fixed point without a bilinear condensate and that feature is
also expected to hold at any nc.
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